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After entering the real estate sector in the year 1983, Ansal housingâ€™s mission is to build buildings
with international quality standards.  Giving a new shape to the Indian infrastructure development,
the company has developed world-class townships, residential complexes, commercial complexes,
retail space, hotels and movie-halls. At present, Ansal housing is coming up with its very new
housing project with exceptional features on the Dwarka Expressway.

Spread over 16 acres of integrated township, this brand new upcoming residential project Ansal
Housing Highland Park is not less than stunning homes. It offers classy awestruck residential
apartments at sector 103 of Gurgaon on the 150m wide Dwarka expressway. These elegant and
stylish homes are a masterpiece offering 2/3/3+ lifestyle flats in area of (1300-2400) sq. feet.

Ansal upcoming project Gurgaon is an ideal synchronization of space with style and comfort. Being
a leading source of happiness in life, these phenomenal beautiful apartments are influencing people
towards investing in this.

Amplify your spirits of living at exclusively modernized homes at Ansal Highland Park Gurgaon with
a premium range of specifications like earthquake resistant R.C.C framed buildings, Italian stone
finish vitrified floor covering in living & dine areas, laminated wooden flooring in master bedrooms,
modular kitchen with ceramic tiles, wooden door frames, air conditioned entrance ground floor lobby
and intercom facility within the residential complex.

Symbolizing eternal beauty with a quality retreat in the midst of nature, Apartments for Sale at Ansal
Highland Park is a gated community with highly secured access control at entry & exits, CCTV
setup for parking area & entrance lobby at ground floor, sprinkler, fire alarm system, smoke detector
system and high speed lifts. The different amenities offered are 24 hrs power backup, round the
clock security, with a lush green garden, swimming pool, play area, gymnasium, basket ball court,
rain water harvesting structures, cafeteria, broadband internet, community hall, health facilities etc.

Enabling high connectivity to the urban amenities of the city, Ansal housing new project sector 103
has an ease of accessibility to the most important places like international airport, proposed metro
station, railway station, Delhi-Jaipur Highway (NH-8) and various major points of Delhi & NCR.

The flats in Gurgaon are extremely well planned keeping in mind the changing living standard of
people. If you are in search of a home, then there would not be a better option than the Highland
Park apartments as it is a masterpiece located in the heart of Gurgaon. To know more about Ansal
Highland Park in Gurgaon, please dial: - +91 9811 999 666.
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Find here information about a Ansal Highland Park Sector 103 & Get Location, Information about a
Ansal Highland Park Sector 103 Gurgaon Call us for booking and more inquire +91 9811 999 666.
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